
   
 

Inzane X in Houffalize has been a great success. 

The second lustrum of this annual EU meeting has broken all expectations and records. Not just by 

the greatest amount of participants and the Honda Valkyrie 20th birthday anniversary, but most of 

all by the nice and spontaneous cooperation of everybody with a passion for the Valkyrie/F6C and 

Rune models. 

Tony Guymer from Australia, for instance, threw in a considerable discount for the Valkyrie 

McCruise,  way in advance of the actual meeting.  Now, these people make the difference. 

We arrived a day early to set up the reception, banners, signs, tents and get organized to handle over 

350 participants. A road sign was erected on the arrival area where distances to the 18 various 

capitals were given. 

 When the meeting started, the weather cleared up and stayed pretty well dry with the exception of 

an occasional shower late in the afternoon. All attendants received a warm welcome by the 8 VRCC 

organizers and the hotel offered  a free drink at the bar. Everybody received a special goody bag with 

patches, pins, T-shirts, a tire pressure meter, folders and a special CMSNL motorcycle backpack 

containing more nice goodies.  Since this was also the 

Valkyrie 20th birthday anniversary,  shirts, pins and patches 

were issued twice, each with a separate logo.  The 

anniversary logo was especially designed by Alain Letourneur 

from VRCC France, modified by Gale Scalzi  and 

manufactured by Stefan ‘Road Master’ Martens from VRCC 

Lowlands in  Belgium.  At the reception desk, discount ‘Fat 

Lady has Sung’ banners  were made available by 

F6RiderStore. We owe this all to Sarah, she has been so kind.  

In addition, special US gold plated anniversary coins were for sale 

for each Valkyrie/F6C  Rider, designed by  Damon  ‘Misfit’ Kinter.  

Throughout the planning phase we have had very nice  contact 

and coordination  possibilities with the US VRCC staff.  Well done 

Damon,  you’re simply the best. 

I would like to thank the 6 VRCC reception ladies from 4 different 

countries , Lonny and  Josette from Belgium, Yvonne and Sien 

from Holland, Viv from the UK /Austria and Ingrid from Germany 

who worked their ass off to get everybody checked in and settled.  

Well done, ladies!  The pic shows some of these ladies later that 

evening at the funny photo booth. 



 

 

Over 250 bikes could be parked in 

Dragons Cave,  an underground garage 

or washed at Colin’s Corner, dedicated to 

Colin Kirkpatrick, who is widely known to 

be pleasantly disturbed for his detailing 

tic. It goes without saying that high 

pressure spray, compressed  air and the 

whole nine yards of cleaning items were 

available in abundant numbers and 

extensively used.    

After check-in,  all Riders were having a 

drink and renewed their friendship on 

the sunny terrace overlooking the arrival area. Needless to say that the nice & cool Belgian beers 

contributed as well to the relaxed atmosphere. As you know, Belgium has the greatest variety of 

beers in the world.  

In the meantime, a tailor and embroidery machine were making overtime all weekend to stitch all 

the patches to leather jackets, shirts and sweaters. 

 
In the hall, the grand lottery price was displayed.  Thanks to CMSNL and  Honda Benelux,  the 

organizers were able to put a Valkyrie on the stand for this special occasion.  The bike was technically 

completely overhauled by Hans Huijbers , our professional mechanic and VRCC lunatic as well.  And 

brought back to brand new looks by, who else,  Colin ‘Ulsterman’ Kirkpatrick.  And all this could be 

yours for a $ 5,- ticket. 

  



During dinnertime, a giant Valkyrie birthday cake 

of 6 ft long was carried into the hall, welcomed 

by a big applause. Even 350 hungry bikers were 

having a hard time to diminish this cake.   

In  the evening, a welcome speech was given and 

the organization team introduced.  Bikers from 

all over Europe were having fun at the bar, 

terrace or parking area, accompanied by the 

cover band ‘Old Friends’ and, needless to say,  

the party went on until the small hours. 

When you think of it, close to 200 Valkyries represent a small fortune. So during the night, the 

entrance of the ‘Dragons Cave’ was barricaded and our bikes were guarded. Better safe than sorry. 

The next day, we had a professional 

photographer taking ‘Hero Pictures’ from 

the bikes and riders in front of a giant 

20th anniversary banner. These were 

published on a public website afterwards 

for everyone to grab their own picture 

for free.  In retrospect, we could have 

promoted this possibility a little better, 

since not everyone took the opportunity 

to have a nice picture  of his Valkyrie 

taken. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/1415350

82@N06/sets/72157665374550534/with

/26643410741/  

Friday was dedicated to small group rides. Everyone could choose and download 3 different routes. A  

70 mile coffee and cake route for the ‘Old & Bold’, a 140 mile castle route for the ‘Scenery Rider’ and 

a 180 mile sore butt route for the ones that like to ride like you stole it. 

All routes were ending at the Mardissan monument near the War Museum in Bastogne.  This giant 

monument represents a symbol for all US soldiers who gave their life during the Battle of the 

Ardennes in occupied Europe during WW2.  

It was very impressive to see 

almost 251 Valkyries and their 

Riders lined up in front of the 

monument to pay their respect.  

I would like to thank our 

Roadmaster, Stefan Martens in 

particular. He managed to open 

up this possibility for us on the 

same day that Memorial Day 

was celebrated by the 

authorities and Vets just before 

we arrived.  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/141535082@N06/sets/72157665374550534/with/26643410741/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/141535082@N06/sets/72157665374550534/with/26643410741/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/141535082@N06/sets/72157665374550534/with/26643410741/


This was quite an achievement since the authorities were not very keen on having so many unknown 

bikers around this place with the recent terrorist attacks in Brussels still fresh in their minds.   

People were still arriving on Friday. And not everyone without some bad luck. Jurgis and Natalja from 

Latvia stranded along the highway some 100 miles before Houiffalize with a broken U joint.  After 

1100 miles of travel, they felt something wrong in the final drive of their Valkyrie. So they went to a 

shop in the nearby city, Liège to investigate. Since it was almost closing time, the shop owner refused 

to help and they continued their way. Some 30 miles further down the road, the joint now got 

completely stuck and did not move.  Now here comes the good part and happy ending.  After 

standing along the highway in the pouring rain for several hours, they were picked up by a Samaritan 

person in a trespassing car. They were brought to his home and this friendly guy returned with a 

trailer to pick up the bike.  Jurgis and Natalja had dinner at his house and could stay for the night. 

After we received his call the next day,  we drove to this place with a new joint and the bike was 

fixed.  

After the  buffet dinner on Friday, everybody assembled in the bar to witness two ceremonies.  

First there was the presentation of the meeting prizes.  

  

In contradiction to the past, where prizes were given to the nicest bike, furthest distance travelled, 

etc we opted to give a lady from each of the 18 participating nations a prize. Since they represented 

the true Valkyries of our club, their presence as prize winners was long overdue. After all, they had to 

pick up what’s left of  these tired and brave men after they rode their iron horses and, on some 

occasions, heavily intoxicated by alcohol during a VRCC meeting.  It goes without saying that some of 

these ladies ride Valkyries themselves. Each lady received a Belgian chocolate tablet with VRCC Logo 

as a token of appreciation.  Next, we nominated ‘VRCC Legends’ who have contributed in an 

extraordinary way  to the VRCC 

in their country.  Although these 

riders each were nominated by 

intercession from their own 

members, the Inzane X jury 

could not verify this from their 

own POV.  So they had to prove 

their worthiness once again. 



 

This was done by eating dry biscuits, followed  by inflating and exploding a balloon with a dry mouth  

and emptying a pint of Lager and a shot of Scotch afterwards. The fastest time winner beyond any 

doubt was Magnus “Der Alte” Nielsen from Denmark who accomplished all this in 49 seconds. Who 

else than someone with  Viking blood still in his veins could accomplish this, well done Magnus!  

Every ‘Legend’ received a  framed VRCC certificate of recognition.  Time to party and a very nice DJ 

got people on the dance floor until closing time in the early morning.  Eric ‘Unchain my heart’ Nacken 

climbed the stage for another Cocker imitation, soon to be followed by Sinatra. You’re just super, Eric 

   
Saturday was the day of the joint ride with over 250 bikes. We called it the 90 mile ‘Elephant 

Stampede’.  We received permission and police assistance from the Mayor to ride through the main 

street of Houffalize and block this road for about 20 minutes. Wow, what a sight and sound!  

The drone, that we arranged to take a movie from the air was cancelled unfortunately.  Bastiaan, the 

operator got sick and had to stay in bed.  

Our Roadmaster  Stefan managed to lead the posse over 90 miles with only a few junctions that had 

to be blocked by marshallers. Now this is really exceptional in Western Europe, were you stumble 



over traffic lights, 

speed bumps and 

roundabouts 

everywhere.   

We arrived at the 

European Space 

Center where 

everybody had a 

free lunch and  a guided tour through the facility. 

It was fun to see folks rotating in gyro’s and doing moonwalks with reduced gravity, etc.  After  

getting back to the hotel, we had a BBQ for dinner, accompanied by our legendary Belgian rock 

singer Dave. After dinner everybody moved to the bar for the departure ceremony and lottery.  

During the goodbye speech, all  VRCC Country Reps received a nice plaque with the 20th anniversary 

logo.  I would like to thank VRCC Italy in particular, who gave us a beautiful glass VRCC ornament in 

return . Mille grazie, bellisima. 

The anniversary lottery  prizes were divided in ‘prizes’ and ‘grand’ prizes.  

Over 25 prizes were displayed in a separate room. To save time, the winning ticket numbers were 

drawn in advance by impartial VRCC members from several countries.  

The grand prizes were displayed in the bar and consisted  among other things of an inflatable jacket, 

offered  by Kenji Takeuchi from Hit Air Japan and Anja van der Elst, Benelux,   Jacques Bronneberg 

who generously gave away  a set of Maidenhead tank emblems . Gert van Riessen was so kind to 

donate a Gerbings  heated jacket and set of gloves, Greg Olsen and Jos Ooms from Dimac was in 

there with a set of Kuryakyn Ergo LED Cruise Boards,  VRCC Lowlands with Kuryakyn handlebar grips 

John de Weerdt from Bikers Best gave us over $300,- worth of chrome pieces  en a anti-theft  lock 

system.  



 

Des Hockley generously gave us a complete Big Boy Ultimate Seat for the raffle and  Mike Buttinger 

from CMSNL and Chretien Berger from Honda Benelux provided the ‘Jackpot’, a completely restored 

STD Valkyrie. These people really make the difference, remember that the next time you go 

shopping. The bike would also be transported to the residence of the lucky winner for free by the 

VRCC Lowlands crew as not to cause any problem when winning the prize.  

Yvonne and Josette had sold  $ 5,- tickets during dinnertime for the past two evenings. 

  

Needless to say that the lottery got quite some attention by all participants. The drawing was 

accomplished by two pilots from the nearby Helicopter Medevac Team, a charity foundation who 

would receive a cheque with all profits and benefits from the lottery and meeting afterwards. 

The Jackpot was won by Christine Berthet from St Alban Leysse, France who bought 4 tickets. 

Congratulations Christine. She was flabbergasted, to say the least  and gave a very emotional speech.   

There was yet another grand prize to be won. 

Rainer asked Romy to marry him and she said yes. Congratulations from the entire VRCC community.   

After the raffle, Dave started playing nonstop for several hours, aided by pouring Whiskey in his beer. 

Apparently, this didn’t seem to bother him at all.  



 

On the contrary,  his nonstop performance was so great, that he kept the majority of participants on 

the dance floor until 04:00 hrs in the morning.   

 And I will tell you , this is quite an achievement in a community 

where members usually go to bed early the last evening because 

they have to travel the next day. 

After breakfast on Sunday, we said goodbye to the 371 

participants and started disassembling and packing the meeting 

items. Tired, but very satisfied we took off ourselves late in the 

afternoon. 

We have had positive reactions throughout. The atmosphere and spirit was great and everything 

went very well.  

Did we have challenges? Yes, from an organizational POV, we had three minor drawbacks.  First, we 

wanted to promote the Valkyrie motorcycle and its 20th anniversary on the movie set of the ‘Vikings’ 

film series. The studio in Ireland was not cooperative, however. Even a plea to one of the movie 

stars, the Dutch Carice van Houten resulted in a no go. Next, Miss Universe Belgium, Annelies Törös 

promised to attend as guest of honour. She had to cancel because she had other duties.  

Finally, Honda had promised the participants test rides with several  new GW F6C’s . Unfortunately, 

the Honda plant in Japan was struck by an earthquake in April, causing the supply to stagnate.  

Without GW F6C’s in stock, Honda was left with no other options than to cancel. 

Apart from these minor distractions, it has been great and a real pleasure organizing this 10th EU 

Inzane in Belgium. The VRCC  in Europe is more alive than ever and all members in good spirit. We 

even had  Duffy with his wife and Thom over from the US.  Let’s continue where we left at next year’s 

Inzane XI meeting in Suhl, Germany  

When photo’s become available, they will be posted  at  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/141535082@N06/albums/with/72157668930453362 

 

 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/141535082@N06/albums/with/72157668930453362


Before you know it, it’s summer again. 

 

Thank you all participants. With your good spirit, you made our job pleasant and easy.  

  

 


